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WALLENSTEIN CR60WOOD CHIPPER — The Wallenstein CR60 commercial
wood chipper features new innovations in auto feed controls, improving productivity
through its new IntelliFeed electronic feed control system with Rapid Recovery.
Traditional auto feeders only have two settings, on and off. The CR60's IntelliFeed
continuously monitors the rotor's rpm, slowing the rollers' speed as needed.
IntelliFeed continues the chipping at a volume that best matches its rpm. If the
CR60's rpm reaches its minimum setting, Wallenstein's Rapid Recovery technology
takes over, automatically reversing the log away from the rotor. Rapid Recovery
eliminates friction against the rotor, allowing the rotor to increase rpm’s faster. The

Wallenstein CR60's chipping capacity is 7"h x 11"w, slab-style
opening with standard dual feed rollers. The CR60 uses a
38Hp Kohler engine and is ideal for tree service
contractors, landscapers, golf courses and rental fleets.

Contact EMB Mfg about the
Wallenstein CR60 commercial

wood chipper. 1-877-695-
9283,
www.embmfg.com.
See our ad on page
55.

Reader Action Number
929

BILLY GOAT’S NEW SELF-PROPELLED OVER SEEDER reduces fatigue
associated with pushing and features intuitive forward and reverse operator controls.
The unit is 22” wide with an exclusive 11 blade slicing reel that floats along contours
of yards increasing seed to soil contact and improving germination rates. The unit
comes standard with a 30 lb. seed box that is generously elevated above the turf to
eliminate any clogging that may occur from moisture. Billy Goat’s exclusive Auto
Drop™ system automatically starts and stops seed drop with reel engagement and
disengagement conserving seed and prevents “end of run” seed piling. Infinite depth
adjustment of the slicer blades
promotes longer blade life vs.
presets and seed settings are
found on board for operator
convenience.When it’s time to
rejuvenate your yard, clean up
with Billy Goat, a full line of
property cleanup solutions! Go to
www.billygoat.com and click on
Renovation Line-Up video for
more information.
See our ad on page 33.
Reader Action Number 925

Ideal for cutting and pruning hedges,
bushes and shrubs, the powerful STIHL HS
56 C-E HEDGETRIMMER is ideal for
professionals. Compared to previous
models, the STIHL HS 56 C-E hedge
trimmer has improved balance and is
significantly lighter, helping reduce operator
fatigue. It produces 60 per cent fewer
exhaust emissions, lowering the impact on
the environment. The reduced-emission
engine also delivers improved fuel efficiency
for longer run times. Increased blade rigidity,
a new blade tooth geometry and double-
sided, 24-inch cutter bar provide better
trimming performance. A new ergonomic
loop handle offers increased comfort for the
user. The Easy2Start™ system combined with the single Master Control Lever™,
makes starting the STIHL HS 56 C-E quick and easy. A blade tip guard helps
prevent damage to the blade, gearbox and objects near the hedge. Ergonomic, fuel
efficient and environmentally responsible, the STIHL HS 56 C-E helps professionals
power through tough tasks. See our ad on page IFC.

Reader Action Number 924

greensIRON 3900 BY WOOD BAY TURF TECHNOLOGIES features a 39-inch by
6.75-inch drive roller, tapered at the ends to prevent ridging; two galvanized 39-inch
by 4.5-inch tapered steering rollers; a Honda GX160 5.5-horsepower engine
mounted on anti-vibration dampers and oil drain tap factory installed for ease of
servicing; a Hydro-Gear 10 cc piston pump and hydraulic motor transmission; 1,000
square feet per minute coverage at a recommended speed of six to 10 mph; 3.6 psi
and weight of 520 pounds; and multi-use trailer of steel construction, interior coated
with a polyurea-polyurethane liner to provide better traction and to prevent

rust/mould and mildew.
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
INCLUDES: • Turf Broom; •
Turf Ventilator; • Electric
Start; and • Lights. “Work
smarter not harder with
Wood Bay’s greensIRON
3900.” For more information,
visit
www.woodbayturftech.com
or call 1-800-661-4942.
See our ads on pages 26
& 54.
Reader Action No. 928

FOLEY ACCU-PRO
SPIN/RELIEF GRINDER —
The Accu-Pro Spin/Relief
Grinder combines
“Alignment” with “Auto-
Indexing” features with “Spin
Grind Only” capability, which
takes the grinding task to
new levels.You have time to
do the manufacturer’s
recommended grind job on
one day, but may be limited
to only a touch-up spin grind
on another day. That’s why
one dimensional spin only
equipment owners are
converting to the patented
“hands-free” relief systems of Foley United. The ease and ability to spin and relief
grind with one setup provides a better grind than other methods, more precise cut,
and less demands on time and effort.
See our ad on page 29.
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AGRIMETAL’S FAIRWAY TURBINE BLOWER (Model TB-380 I.C.) is the most
powerful turbines on the market, allowing operators to cut their blowing time in half.
The blower is powered by a Kohler 38-horsepower engine, has an intelligent control
system air nozzle, and gets the performance of a three-point hitch blower without
the need of a tractor. See the TB-380 I.C. in action at www.agrimetal.com.
See our ad on page 16. Reader Action Number 926
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